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Thank you for this opportunity to provide a written submission to the Select Standing 
Committee on Finance.  I am disappointed that the number of opportunities for a personal 
presentation was decreased. I hope this situation will change next year.   
 

My name is Leslie Molnar.  I am a mathematics instructor at College of the Rockies, I am 
President of the College of the Rockies Faculty Association, and I’m the Second Vice-President 
of the Federation of Post-Secondary Educators.  Our local Association, CORFA, represents over 
200 full and part time faculty members who teach in a variety disciplines including arts and 
science, business, health programs, adult upgrading and other vocational program programs, as 
well as trades training and apprenticeships.   

The College of the Rockies has more than 2,000 full and part-time students.  We operate seven 
different campuses in the East Kootenay region: Cranbrook, Gold Creek, Creston, Fernie, 
Invermere, Kimberley, and Golden.  We pride ourselves on being a public post-secondary 
institution located right here, in the East Kootenay region.  We have very strong ties to our 
communities.   We are a very important part of the area’s social and economic fabric. 

The education College of the Rockies provides is very important to our local communities. 
Graduates of the nursing program come back to our communities.  Graduates of the teaching 
program are teaching in our local schools.  Our trades programs provide the workers for the 
mines and mills in our area.  Doctors, lawyers, pharmacists, accountants – many of our local 
professionals started their education here at College of the Rockies and found their way back to 
our communities.  

We hope our priorities can be better reflected in the 2016 provincial budget. I’m advocating for 
the reinstatement of funds for ABE (Adult Basic Education) and for domestic ESL (English as a 
Second Language) which were stripped from our operating grant, for better grants and less 
tuition and excess fees for students, and also for more funding, overall, for BC’s post-secondary 
system.  Rural Colleges have different funding pressures than our urban counterparts.  For 
example, our population to draw students from is less, people are spread out over wider 
distances, we serve multiple First Nations populations, and we have to administer, maintain 
and staff several campuses spread out over large distances.  Additionally, the region has several 
places which don’t have Internet Access or only have it through dial-up.   

Funding pressures are having a major impact on our institution.  Ten years ago, about seventy 
cents of every dollar in revenue that the college received came from the provincial operating 
grant we received from Victoria.  By 2014 that number had dropped to about fifty-three cents.  
That’s a staggering reduction of support from government for educating its citizens.  In the last 
year, on top of the decreased grant and no extra money to deal with inflationary cost 
pressures, an additional $300,000 has been removed from COTR’s operating budget.  This 
means that significant College resources are devoted to revenue generation, just to balance the 
budget.  It shapes what we do and influences what we can offer.  The 2016 budget has to begin 
addressing this serious shift in the province’s share of the cost of post-secondary education. 
The issues of access and affordability are urgent.  The unique pressures associated with being a 
rural college need to be acknowledged in the Provincial operating grant. 
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Let’s talk about the issue of affordability. Students have been hit hard by the funding decrease.  
The Canadian Federation of Students estimates that average student debt levels are now close 
to $30,000.  The cost of their post-secondary education has increased dramatically, despite the 
2% cap on tuition fee increases.  Students across our system now pay a wide range of additional 
fees (which are not capped) – activity, technology, printing, etc.   

In addition, some programs have been reconfigured. That process brings with it an opportunity 
for the institution to charge higher tuition fees at the start of the “new program”, which will 
only later be subject to the 2% cap.  The College’s Practical Nursing program went through 
exactly that a few years ago. 

The most recent example of impact to students is the introduction of tuition for ABE and for 
domestic ESL, where those courses previously were tuition free.  I applaud College of the 
Rockies for delaying the imposition of tuition fees for students until January 2016.  However, 
the new tuition fees were just announced at the COTR Board meeting last week.  One adult 
upgrading student burst into tears when she realized she would not qualify for the Adult 
Upgrading Grant and now cannot afford to come back to COTR in January.  

Students already face many financial hurdles when they make the decision to return to school. 
They have to eat, pay rent, buy books, pay for daycare, pay for transportation, etc.  Many 
students are working at the same time they are attending classes.  This extra tuition cost will be 
a barrier for some of our students.  It will be the thing that tips the balance to make school 
unaffordable and they will not be here next semester when the tuition fees kick in. 
 
Yes, there is the Adult Upgrading Grant and yes, it will certainly help some, but not all, of our 
students.  There is the income threshold, which will make students who work and go to school 
ineligible.  Students under the age of twenty-two cannot qualify if their parents make more 
than $36,000. The AUG form states receiving this money may affect other forms of income 
assistance, so those recipients might not qualify.  In addition, the student has to be successful.  
You can’t keep getting the grant if circumstances and/or learning disabilities slow your success.  
Finally, the form is 8 pages long.  If a student has literacy issues, this alone can be enough of a 
barrier. 
 
Here in the East Kootenays, the provision of and meaningful access to post-secondary 
education is becoming more of a challenge.  Government cuts to specific operating grants, as 
well as the general trend of grant decreases over the past several years are to blame. Every 
year, it seems another barrier to access is being raised.  Just how public is public post-secondary 
education?  How well are we meeting our mandate of “Access” and “Locally available post-
secondary education”?    

At COTR, the funding squeeze undermines our institution’s capacity to offer the full range of 
courses that we know are in demand and would be utilized if we were properly funded.  The 
cuts to ABE funding in particular are going to affect enrolment in all our other programs.  Most 
of COTR’s ABE students proceed into another program offered by our College.  It is just not true 
that ABE enrolment will not be affected by the new tuition fees.  Many students will not qualify 
for the Adult Upgrading Grant.  There are already examples of the effects of tuition in ABE.   
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Vancouver Community College started charging tuition in January of 2015 and student numbers 
are already so reduced that 43 Adult Education faculty members have received advanced layoff 
notices.    

I know that your Committee's recommendations last year included much of what we're asking 
for in the 2016 budget, but as the funding crisis reaches a critical point, we are once again 
asking for some specific priorities to be addressed: 
 

 The reinstatement of tuition-free Adult Basic Education programs at all our post-secondary 
institutions. Reinstate the $6.9 million which was taken away. 
 

 A funding formula that better responds to the cost pressures faced by BC's post-secondary 
institutions. I have highlighted some rural college cost pressures.  You will also receive 
submissions highlighting urban college cost pressures. Specifically, we once again 
recommend a comprehensive review of funding to address regional inequities and core 
funding needs for the entire BC system. 
 

 Improved funding support for students, both in terms of a revitalized student grant program 
and for student services, to ensure students can complete programs and degrees in a timely 
way and without the burden of a heavy debt load. 
 

 A direct and on-going commitment of at least $22 million to support provincially-funded ESL 
programs delivered by BC's post-secondary institutions. 
 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Leslie Molnar, B. Sc., M.A. 

President, College of the Rockies Faculty Association 


